
Interview with Philipp Schlosser

Philipp Schlosser is German grandmaster, who won the Bundesliga with OSC Baden-Baden last season. However main Schlosser´s chess task is coaching. He helps children improve in chess. Schlosser also wrote a series of articles for New In Chess about German Bunesliga. He decided to come to Pardubice just week ago. The tournament in active chess CHLADEK & TINTERA OPEN tend to be only warm up for him. Finally he won it unbeaten. 

How do you feel after the CHLADEK & TINTERA OPEN tournament?
When I came here, this tournament was planned to be a warm up for me. I decided to come here just last week. And I wanted to play ahead tournament before the grandmaster one. There were very good players, so I am very happy with this result and with the first place. 

Why did you decide to come to the festival CZECH OPEN?
This will be the fifth time I will play grandmaster open here. I played it from 1999 to 2002, and then I had a break. I had some other things to do. After my first victory at the Czech Open I hope my performance will completely change, because I have always had bad results here before. 

What is so interesting about CZECH OPEN for you?
I like this place very much. There are lots of chess players from different countries and lots of young players. It is always good atmosphere here. And I like the city very much. Yesterday after my registration I walked through the park to the castle. I looked at the castle walls round the city and it was nice. Also the castle inside was nice too. 

What was the most difficult match for you in the tournament?
It is difficult. This morning I should have lost one game against Eduard Andreev, so I should mention him. I made couple of mistakes and the game seemed lost. At the end I was very lucky that it was draw. But on the other hand I had bad luck in other games. I should have won in third round against Jakov Geller. Match against Sergej Movsesjan was great. I think he was better. I offered him draw, but he refused. Then it went to draw anyway. For me it was the most important game. We had same amount of points, but I was better in Buchholz criterion.

How do you prize this tournament in comparison with others?
I don’t play very much rapid chess tournaments. I can compare this tournament to only one rapid chess tournament, which I won. It was tournament 11 years ago in Baden-Baden. 

Do you play chess as a professional player?
Playing chess as a professional is difficult. I am playing national team championships in Germany, Austria and France. But I have to work also as a coach, because I don’t have enough money only by playing. It is more teaching than playing.

Do you like more coaching or playing?
I can say playing is more difficult than coaching. Chess is my life. It is good it can be my job. But sometimes it means you can’t do only things you like on chess. 

Do you like other forms of chess?
I like classical form of chess. I don’t play Fischer chess or bughouse. Also I know how to play Chinese chess and go. Basically our game is complicated enough, so I play only chess.

How does your typical week look like?
Now I have vacations, because we don’t have team competitions. During the year I usually play during weekends. Sometimes I go to the tournament with students from the school I coach.
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